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20 Reconnecting  

Target Area Intelligence 
______________________________________________ 
          

 

DISCUSSION 
 

INTELLIGENCE CENTERS “ONLINE” 
Intelligence centers exist throughout the body. Every cell, organ, chakra, and 

target area has one, as does the physical body as a whole.  When a target area is 

connected to its own intelligence center, as well as that of other organs and of the 

body itself, we say the target area is “online.” When the target area is less then 

healthy for whatever reason, it tends to become disconnected from its 

intelligence center and others in the body. When this occurs, we say the target 

area is “offline.” 

 

A target area can be online by degrees, which can be expressed in percentages. 

An area that is completely online would be at 100%, while an area completely 

offline would be at zero percent. Healthy target areas are usually at least 80% 

connected to their intelligence center. Areas less than 30% have very little 

communication with their source of intelligence.  

 

As an area comes back on line, its percentage grows. This growth can be 

perceived. If you can tune into the process, you can describe its progress by 

naming the numbers that pop into your mind.  

 

Each case will be unique. An area may come back online in a regular progression 

in leaps of say 5 or 10%, or one that consists of irregular increments. A 

progression might proceed this way: 23%, 30%, 48%, 65%, 75%, 81%, 91%, 95%, 

then fluctuate between 97% and 95% before finally reaching 100%.   

 

Some areas are unable to get beyond 90 or 95% online until they receive more 

support, nourishment, or simply time.  

 

When an area reaches 100%, this is usually accompanied by a burst of light, as 

though suddenly a light switch was turned on. Speaking of which, bringing an 

area back online is like turning a dimmer switch so that more electricity flows to 

the light bulb, and so it grows brighter. If you’re not able to intuit the numbers 

increasing, you may be able to perceive the light growing at the target area until 

it bursts. This would be equivalent to 100%.  
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HOW IT WORKS 
The key to this technique is primarily the Amethyst, although Amethyst cannot 

do this job by itself. The Lilac Quartz and Clear Topaz play essential roles. 

 

Amethyst has an affinity with the highest aspect of the chakra-, organ-, 

and system-hierarchies in the body, namely the crown chakra, heart 

organ, and nervous system, respectively. It also draws forth wisdom in its 

wearers, and it does this by nourishing and stimulating the intelligence 

centers.  

 

Lilac Quartz takes this one step further by awakening these centers to 

their higher purpose. This involves communication and cooperation with 

all other intelligence centers in the body.  

 

Clear Topaz is also an essential part of the formula because it provides a 

bridge for the gemstone energies to be received by the tissues. 

 

A principle of gemstone therapy is that gemstone frequencies recognize 

gemstone frequencies. The two Amethyst gems that you bring together in this 

technique should come together immediately unless something interferes with 

them. In this case, it would be the misinformation or unwanted energies that 

prevent the target area from being online. The action of the movement in this 

technique and the gems involved, help to clear this interference. If the gems 

resist, do a White Beryl/Turquoise wand clearing. 

 

 

 

 

OVERVIEW 
_______________ 

 
 

You can use a Lightening or Spark necklace to find out if the target area 

intelligence is communicating with your client’s higher intelligence and other 

intelligence centers in her body. You can also reconnect the target area 

intelligence and determine to what percentage this intelligence is back online.  

 

WHEN TO USE THIS TECHNIQUE  
This is a quick, handy technique that can facilitate other target area procedures. 

Use it often, and whenever possible when working on target areas. 
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THERAPY TOOLS 
One Spark or Lightening necklace.  

 

 

 

Lightening is comprised of Lilac Quartz, Clear Topaz, and Amethyst. Spark is 

made of only two sets of these three gems in a base of White Quartz.  

 

Spark is a perfectly adequate tool for this purpose. It focuses on the target area 

itself. Lightening tends to work more holistically, allowing the target area to 

reconnect with all other online intelligence centers throughout the body at one 

time. 

 

SKILLS/KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED 
This is a relatively simple technique, easily learned and implemented. 

 

PROCEDURE SYNOPSIS 
1. Hold a Spark (or Lightening) necklace at the target area.  

2. Bounce the Amethysts against the energy field between the two gems. 

3. Touch the Amethysts several times, making a clicking sound. 

4. Repeat Steps 2 and 3 at increasing distances from the target area until you 

get a pull away or let go. 

 

 

EFFECTS 
As the technique progresses, the intelligence center at the target area shifts in a 

way that can be described as “awakening” to self-recognition. In becoming more 

aware of itself it also becomes aware of other intelligence centers around the 

body, and it reaccepts its responsibilities as caretaker of the target area.  

 

When the technique is over, it’s as though a light is switched on. The entire area 

is brighter and the intelligence center itself seems to shine.   

 

  

Figure 1: A Spark and Lightening necklace. 
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PROCEDURE: For Reconnecting 

Target Area Intelligence 
______________________________________ 

 

 

Hold a Spark (or Lightening) necklace between the fingers of both hands as 

shown.  

 

1. Position your hands nearby 

the target area, so that the 

Amethyst spheres are on 

either side of it. 

 

2. Gently bounce the Amethysts 

against a cushion of energy 

that you may feel between 

them. The gems will move 

closer until they eventually 

touch. 

 

 

3. Touch the Amethysts together 

several times, which makes a 

clicking sound. As you do 

this, you may tune in to the 

progress being made and say 

aloud the numbers that 

represent the percentage that 

the target area is online.  

 

Continue to let the gems 

connect until you get a push 

away or let go. These are often 

accompanied by the 

perception of a burst of light or energy. Any of these signals let you know 

it’s time to stop. 

 

4. Repeat Steps 2 and 3 at various distances away from the target area. In 

this way you can get the corresponding subtle body counterparts of the 

target organ back online too. 
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TIME GUIDELINES 
This can technique can be completed within 15 seconds, or it may take as long as 

a few minutes at one location.  In some cases, you may need to do an energy 

extraction (using the White Beryl/Turquoise wand) before the area can get back 

online. 

 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
This technique can also be performed at chakra centers. If treating all 7 body 

chakras at one time, start at the crown and work down. Check what distance 

from the body you should perform the technique, as it may vary from one chakra 

to the next. You may also scan the body and treat local areas that require it. 

 

Notes: 

 


